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Power Communication Product
A. Mobile VoIP Solution

B. VoIP Solution for Office PABX

C. I-Power 



(I) Mobile VoIP Solution

Power Connect is the new VoIP  solution for enterprise mobile 

users. At this moment in time, the staffs of company call to 

overseas with high cost of IDD for daily business communication.

For this reason, Power Communication design a high tech cost 

saving solution to help enterprise to reduce the high cost of 

mobile IDD fee with the high voice quality for daily communication.

With the Power Chip, simply to attach together with the SIM card, 

with this solution customer don’t have to change the mobile 

number or any dialing habit. 



What is Power Chip?

Power Chip is a high tech slim IC Chip that design to attach together with SIM 

card. Its GSM standard applied so it won’t affect the SIM basic function at all. 

With the Power Chip installed.

    It will auto detect the international prefix like “+”,”001”,”009”..etc and re-route 

the IDD calls to Power Communication VoIP system.

The Power Chip itself didn’t generate any power or lunch any frequency, it won’t 

cause any damage on the mobile phone or SIM card.

Power Chip is IC card standard 7816 applied, and 100% compatible with 

GSM11.11 and 11.14 standard.

The mobile user can call overseas anywhere in Thailand with out any 

inconvenient .



How  to  install  Power  Chip ?

1. Remain the same mobile number and dialing habit.

2. Co-operate with biggest ChungHwa Telecom in Taiwan that provide  you the best voice quality.

3. Help to reduce 40~50% saving.

Remove the SIM from Mobile phone, attach with Power Chip.

1.Power  chip 2.Power chip+ SIM Card
4.Connect Power  

Chip + SIM Card

3. Prepare 

Power  Chip 

5. Install completed 6. Call Oversea 7. Waiting for connect  



(II) Power GW for office PABX



VoIP Solution for Office PABX 

Power Gateway is the VoIP equipment special design for office PABX . This complete solution helps 

to reduce overseas /domestic long distance call for enterprise and hospitality customer in daily 

communication. It is simply connect between ADSL internet and the office PABX CO ports.

After PABX vendor programming the PABX, the end user just pick up the extension phone set 

and dial to overseas or domestic to reduce the communication cost with stable voice quality . When 

the internet got problem, the user still can dial by normal way via TOT or True telephone service.

In addition to business interests Power Gateway also offers options for you

while you are dialing as follow for domestic package:

1. Show your phone number to the recipient either mobile number or office number

2. Show private/ unknown number  to the recipient

Even though when the Internet can not be used. You can also call the same network with 

True or TOT or TT&T. 



Power Gateway is base on VoIP technologic 

to become a voice bridge to connect between 

analogue(PSTN) and digital(IP) phone line.

With this technologic, customer can be able 

to reduce the communication cost 40~50% in 

average.

This equipment can be connect to enterprise 

PABX or 2.4G wireless phone set for 

office/home office/home user to dial.

Power  Gateway  4/8/16/24  ports



Power IP-Phone is a telephone in the digital format 

that can work like a regular phone for general analog 

signal. It’s only exchange signals between the IP 

Network to link to Net workSS7 of users and the 

usage will still comfortable  where the jobs do not 

have to work with PBX which can also work 

independently in every area of business or home. 

More over , it can also call each other for free 100% 

between the two IP-Phone up It also can call the 

domestic network, and other countries around the 

world in a very price savings for the best value and 

most effective way of communication.

Power  IP-Phone



Top International Call Service Rate 

Baht / Minute

Domestic Rate Thailand 

Up Country and Mobile:

1.00 Baht >>> Unknown #

1.20 Baht >>> Show Company #



iPower is a protective case with a built-in 

battery that doubles the life of the 

iPhone while offering super light weight ,

flowing curves and non-slip grips.  

“iPower 2 times the power for your 

iPhone.”

Protective Case with

Built-in Battery for iPhone 3G
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Legal  license of 

Power  Communication



License of Calling Card & ISP
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